


PLAIN LANGUAGE OF APPROPRIATION / FINANCIAL IMPACT / OTHER:

(Minimum of 350 words - Maximum of 1 page.)

ACTION ITEMS: Yes No
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Explain:  Where are the funds coming from, going to, how will the funds be used?  Does the funding require a match?  Is 
the funding for a specific time frame?  Will there be an ongoing maintenance? … and staffing obligation?  Per Chapters 
122 & 106 regarding funding of anticipated post-construction operation costs.

This is a reappropriation of existing dollars that were previously appropriated and appropriation of interest.  This will not 
result in the City incurring any additional debt to complete this project.

ACTION ITEMS:  Purpose / Check List. If "Yes" please provide detail by attaching justification, and 
code provisions for each.

Emergency? Justification of Emergency:  If yes, explanation must include detailed nature of 
emergency.
The One Cycle Emergency is needed to ensure the City can award and 
execute a contract with the project's construction Low Bidder.  Failure to 
facilitate this award and execute a contract prior to the bids expiring will result 
in the City rebidding the project and risking increased costs.

CIP Amendment? Attachment:  If yes, attach appropriate CIP form(s).  Include justification for 
mid-year amendment.

Contract / Agreement 
Approval?

Attachment & Explanation:  If yes, attach the Contract / Agreement and name 
of Department (and contact name) that will provide oversight.  Indicate if 
negotiations are on-going and with whom.  Has OGC reviewed / drafted?

Related RC/BT? Attachment:  If yes, attach appropriate RC/BT form(s).

Federal or State 
Mandate?

Explanation:  If yes, explanation must include detailed nature of mandate 
including Statute or Provision.

Fiscal Year 
Carryover?

Note:  If yes, note must include explanation of all-year subfund carryover 
language.
These are all-years funds.

Related Enacted 
Ordinances?

Code Reference:  If yes, identify related code section(s) and ordinance 
reference number in the box below and provide detailed explanation and any 
changes necessary within white paper.

Waiver of Code? Code Reference:  If yes, identify code section(s) in box below and provide 
detailed explanation (including impacts) within white paper.

Code Exception? Code Reference:  If yes, identify code in box below and provide detailed 
explanation (including impacts) within white paper.
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